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          Product: PDFNet

Product Version: 9.4.8.503

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Excel to XOD font size problem

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

In result XOD file, text size is not equal in all cell in row as in source excel file

	
source excel:


[image: image]
image828×107 2.64 KB




	
result XOD:

[image: image]




Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert to PDF with virtual printer on Cross-Platform (Core) - About converting to PDF
	API for Document Generation via Template on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Convert & view MS Office files (Word, Excel & PowerPoint) with Cross-Platform (Core)
	Code samples to optimize & compress PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class Convert - ToXod(String, Convert.XODOutputOptions)
	Convert.XODOutputOptions - public void setThumbnailSize (int regular_size, int large_size)
	Class TextExtractor.Word - Equals(Object)

Forums:	Enable LTV for an existing signature C++
	Is it possible to stream word document to pdf from s3 on aws linux mode 14 lambda
	ViewStub.inflate on a null object reference: when i use PdfViewCtrlTabFragment2 to show PDF doc
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          Hi Dmitry,

To investigate further could you please provide the following information.

	Input file(s)
	Generated output file(s)
	Code and settings used to generate (2) from (1)
	Screenshots showing the output, and clearly indicating what you expected to get instead, and also clearly indicating the application/browser being used to view.
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          Hello,

All  details, send by email.
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          Hello. Do You have any updates about ticket?
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